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FULTON COUNTY FAIR DATES SET FOR SEPT.6-7-8-9
Directors of the Fulton Count y
Fair in a called mitaine Weilnetolas
night officially act the fair dating ii Wednesday, Thurmilay, Friday ant
Satarglny, Sept. II-9. This fair, ths
only one In the mate west of Louis
vine, Is to be carried out on an es•
tunadve wade, and is sponsored in the
Death with its almight sting was
Interest of agriculture in five coun- too great for the stiff battle being
hem in this section. These (ammo.. waged lad wren Spa, cer Isanonde and
last
are Graves, Hickman. Fulton, Obion appendicitis which struck
and Weak ley.
Thuraday intoning about 10 a. in.
Every effort is being exerted by
Spencer breathed his last this
the I sir association to provide an after:)))))n (Thursday) at the hour of
unustolly large premium list for 240 when the ulenth angel canw foi
exhibit", in all deportnients. lii addi- its farewell visit to him.
Spencer was struck with appenglition to departments for poultry.
swine, hogs, home-made products, g dim last week but was not in no seragriculture, culinary, canned goods, ious condition until Friday night
art, flowers, children's exhibits, a when it was found that an operation
baby show, etc., a new department was necessary to save him. Drs.
for a dog exhibit will be added with Haws and Jones operated Saturday
morning at 4 a. m., tingling that
special premiums offered,
In the way of 'penalty amuse. peritonitis had already developed.
Since that time It has been a fight
ment and entertainment there will
be the finest set-up of free arts with death, death being the winner
ever Woke(' for the fair. The rlICell today.
Mr. Lemon& is survived by his
will be faster and better than ever. I
with some of the South best step- wife and one son Linton. Four
ping thorobregla ssheduled for the brothers, Bob of Fulton, II. L of
track. A fair would not be complete I Big Cliffs% Ky., Paris of Newbern,
Without a midway with it: round of Tenn., and Will if Clinton, Ky;
entertainment, and one of the best Three sisters, Mrs. J. T. Powell of
carnivals in the country has been Fulton, Mrs It. L. Crider, of Bradford. Tenn., and Mrs. 0. M. Lipford,
signed for appearance here.
Arrangements are being made to of Newbern, ',gain. No funeral lirsell season tickets this year at de- rasgeauents haul been made at pen as
preseion prices, and these tickets I time.
will be good day and night. Everys go," inedieal atbody in this territiny planning to I Dr. D. L. J
attend the fair can economize by tention to Thurstgin Vinson, of Fulpurchasing a family ticket. Another ton H. 3, Thorsday. Mr. Vinson was
innovation this year are the new ahd injured when a mule he was leadin
roomy box seats that are designed threw its head around suddenly and
especially for those who wish to gal inflicted a painful gash on t•Is chin
Mrs. W. II. Cox left yesterday to
a "front seat" at the races. Much
enthusiasm is being manifested in visit her son and wife, Mr. find Mrs.
T1..irman Cox, at Jackson, Tenn.
the splendid program scheduled.

Makes Educational
Picture to Tour Nation

Spencer Lemonds
Passed Away At Swift
2:44 P. M. Today!

,Fulton Lines Up With
Ky. Merchants Assn.

"Fifty or more buisiness firms in
Fulton hagee joined the Kentucky
Merchants' association," J. R. Graham Sr., local chairman, stated yesMaybe some people began to won- terday. "Buainess interests in -Ful
der if Fulton was going to be turn- ton and throughout this eection have
ed into another movie center, when
shown much interest in the efforts
Thursday of this week, Director
Bert Batea of the Atlas Educational of the state association to wage a
Film Company of Oak Park., III., successful fight against the proand him battery of cameras, kliege posed sales tax as a merivisiii;lights and cameraman arrived in creasing MP state's rev
•
town to film • special picture, enevery part of Kentucky retailers are
titled "Progress and Profita in Produce," at the load Swift & Company up in arms in opposition to the sales
tax pgrposal which is intended as
produce plant.
Vk reek
Arriving here by train the movie another form of taxation through •
outfit proceeded to the Swift plant levy on merchandise sold by business
With the end of The NieWM "Weekand prepared to "shoot." 0. E. Dro- firms."
ly Payroll" campaign in sight excit•
Mrs. Estelle Herter, 40, wife of
ege, district produce supervisor for
ment is running high. There are but rhos. It. Hester, died suddenly of
it is pointed out that the new
and R. D. Hebb, of the
Swift
eight woi kiln! ulitys remaining until heart attack while picnicing with
public relations department of that burden that the sales tax would
the winners of the various prizes will Ciruile No. 2 of the Missionary
were on hand for filming inipose if passed, would in the end
:nag. posst-ua,n of their rewards. society of Fpworth Methodist church company,
of the educational picture.
fall upon the shoulders of the peoThere are several candidates in the of Memphis. Stricken just as the
The picture will be • two-reeler, ple, and would not lighten other
nice for the auto. Theta. is but one picnic at Ovart(in park was about to
car to be given, they all can not win break up, she was rushed tut the syncronized with talking, and will forms
Probably
taxation.
of
show views of the hatchery and
an automobile, but the one who does Methodist hospital in an ambulance,
meeting
that
important
most
the
produce departments at the local
Vo itt it 1111ISt have the support of but died enroute.
Swift plant. All the new methods of will ever be held by the Kentucky
friends. If you fail your favorite
Mr. !loiter, who is a railway mail
incubation, grading, handling and Merchants' association will be that
NOW you might as well never have clerk, went out on his run from
care of baby chicks; also the feed- in Frankfort, Monday, July 17. Delgiven the race any interest in the Memphis to McComb. Miss Tuesday
ing, grading, handling, dressing,
first place.
egation are expected to attend from
miming. Ile was finally located and
Itteist your faverlw. go the limit, reached Memphis at 7:05 Wednesday packing and shipping of poultry, every one of the 120 counties in the
various
interior
scenes
the
at
Swift
she is working hard and deserves morning.
:dant will be shown in concise and Mat*.
ynur best F4114101 t.
Mrs. Lena Hutchinson of Fulton
It is highly comRiggedt Vote Offer Ends Saturday. m.:wiled Memphis Tuesday night interesting style.
mendatury of the modernness and
Thu. present BIG vote u frer ends after recu iving word of her sister's
efficiency of the Fulton plant, that
Saturday night at 10 o'clock and the death,
it was chosen from MOTO than 100
big campaign will be brought to •
Mrs. Hester, who was born in Fulswift produce plants thruout the
close the tollutwing Saturday evening ton, leaves besides her husband, het
States, as the setting for
at h o'clock sharp. Who is going to parents Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Williams, United
the picture. When completed this
drive the auto away after the final her sister,Mrs. Huachinson, anld a
a candidate have that mother, Morton Williams, all of Ful- picture will make an educational
coust: You,
tour of the country,sand this indeed
"A million dollar rain if there ever
ipportunty it' you but rualize it and ton,
is a boost for the local plant, its
seciue th.ee extensions and promise
was one," is an often heard remark
able
management, and for Fulton
that vier,. made earlier in the cola- INTEREST IN PRIMARY GROWS
in this section. After an extended
All classes of the First Chestian
Raymond Roach, chief of police of
paa n.
AS ELECTION DAY NEARS Itself'
an
school
went
for
outing
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Woodruff or drouth had prevailed in this cornSouth Fulton, picked up two girls Sunday
Just three more duys remain of
-- —
and picnic Wednesday at Sunkist
Fulton, Route 2. who were at the munity for nearly • month and a
anul two boys lust week. Wiring
the present liberal "Sec.ind Period."
Aspirants for county and city of.
Beach on Reelfoot lake, with about
plant while "shots" were being , half, a heavy rainfall came to than
10
at
night
7
•,turday
7
e
,
tines in Eulton and Hickman total
Laniaville police department in the 30 members present. Baskets or vote offer.
made, were inimortalized when they i section, starting early Sunday mornthe
utf
as per records of County Clerk Effie
belief that they were wanted there lunch were taken for a noon feast. clunk marks 0e cloa'r.g hour
were taken in several scenes. 1se- ing and continuing well up into tte
ItIGGEST and 1lES1
gods of County Court. Clerk Ellie
an answer came back stating an In- Swimming was a pleasant. recreasides
views at the Swift plant, con- day in gradual but steady doses.
VOTE INDUCEMENT after that Bruer. That number of candidates
scenes were made on farms Crops throughout the Fulton area
necting
vestigation failed to reveal such to tion enjoyed by the young people.
LESS votes will Inc the order. Candi- filed declarations at the clerk's office
in
I
community showing pure. took on new life, and in a few short.
this
be the case. So Chief Roach releasdates should tear in niind that the , in Hickman.
In the absence of President John
bred
and methods of hand. hours gardens, corn, cotton, and topoultry
ed the young people---only to receive
after of 50.000 4 .itai votes for each ! In addition to the city and county
Also views of the World's bacco showed wonderful improveting.
another wire from lAmisville, stat- Earle at the Chamber of Commerc and every club of $20.00 still holds I candidates Glei...1 lane
and Steve
ing that the two girls. Marie Mor- meeting Tuesday night, Vice Presi- good and that thre is no limit to .he I Wiley are out fog Siate Repres I'M Fair will be included in the picture ment.
Plans
Even the spirit of the people
presided.
Graham
Warren
dent
which will be worked out in semiaway
run
had
Mills,
Mary
and
ris
number of tit e clubs any candidate : tise Irma Fulton and Hickman connence as an educational film show- seemed to change with the coming
from the Jefferson County Childrene for further improvement of the ira d turn in
J. E. Warand
Iindman
i
L.
L.
ties;
:
Dukedom road and the Kentucky
ing how to make more money from of the much needed rain, and now
Home.
Get your suhscristions now—get rsn are seeking the circuit judgeship
Merchants' Association were dispoultry and farm produce on any farmers and citizens are looking forthem in before Ii: g 'clock Saturday in the first u,., ,-,,1 district and 4..,..
ordinary farm by scientific handling, ward with cheerful and hopeful attiRev. G. C. Fain spoke before the cussed.
uuuglit
monwealth Autorne‘v F. B. Martin i•
get Ihe liii v"ts's.
tudes. As will be remembered, the
Lions club last Friday on the state
member—the itti.e campaign closcs unoppost 1 for re-election as commonlast real rain prior to the one which
Mrs. J. T. Price and Miss Mary
WELL KNOWN RESIDENT
and church in religion. Rev. Fain
district.
just one week rim' this Saturday.
this
fit
attorney
wealth
OF FULTON DIED SUNDAY ! fell Sunday, visited Fulton on May
compared this counury with Germ- Martin were hostesses to the July
This Sealed Hallett Box
The Candidates filing for county
Active until te last and about hi. i 15th when the city looked like a
any and other European 'nations, imeeting of the American Legion
iliStlee alts..lute fairness to all and tity offices in Fulton and Ili&
business only a few short hours be- flooded river town after the creeks
where the church is supported by th-• Auxiliary at the home of Mrs. Price candidates
a follows:
the contest will be man are .
fore his death, William (Uncle Billy) had overflowed their banks, the MIon Walnut-st Tuesday nfterniton.
gevernment.
to a close under the- 'EALCounty
brought
Mrs. Jes Nichols, auxiliary president
Hughes was found sleeping his last ter backing out and flooding downsystem. A allot
County Judge, S. A. Ilagler, W. C.
and El) BALLOT BOX
sleep early Sunday morning when town streets; and stores.
Night Officer Harve Hart thought conducted the business session.
used
be
'sill
MeJ.
W.
soldered
and
sealed
Walker.
Tipton, Clan& L
The rain was general throughout
day's box
vent to call him. Now he
he was going to have a "cooler" full Miss Martin had charge of the
last week of the cani- fifty; County Court Clerk, S. T. his wife
Snew nits the entire
is resting peacefully at Beulah cem- the tri-states, officially reported as
a few nights ago. A report came in program. Mrs. Ramsey
will
manager
I
Hampton,
campaign
(Tommie) Roper, W. .L.
commit- paign. The
having been 1.47 inches of rainfall. Many farmto the police department that a selected as chairman of a
any of A(ie Bruer, Homer Roberts. Clardy etery, funeral services
Log not accept any reports Dont
the family resident on ers who have been giving their
at
conducted
gang of negroes was hanging a- tee to plan a party at the new
earning.
this
after
Holland, H. C. Griffin; Sheriff, I
and the candidates
Fourth-st Monday afternoon by Rev. crops close attention despite the
round Browder's Mill. Harve went Cabin, August 2. Mrs. Snow
Saturday night. All edlu ctions of Harrell (Big Boy) Hubbard, T. A.
B. 0. CopeC. II. Warren. Burial was in charge drouth, will realize much good from
to investigate—but found it was only. Mrs. Price. with Mrs.
and votes must be deposited in Prather, John M. Thompson; Jailer,
Parker alter- cash
the rain. Howcver, some cropa were
Winstead-Jones & Co.
of
a bunch of reforestation boys from land and Mrs. C. C.
box covering next week's Guy Lawerence, Guy Tucker, Walter
to the ballott
his be- ruined before the rain brought reby
survived
is
Hughes
Mr.
the Clinton camp. They declareul nates, were elected as delegates
closing hour of 7 p. ni. Crostic. Chas. E. Roper, 0. L. Bruce.
Ow- work, by the
reaved widow, one daughter, Mrs. lief, especially was this true of early
they were waiting to catch a train attend the state convention in
Saturday evening. .luly 22".. R. L. Jackson, Will Greer; County ,
an in- next
After
14-17.
August
ensboro.
Chambers; two brothers, corn. Many farmers in this section
Cincinnati.
to
rods"
"the
ride
to
be made ready by Toes- Attorney, E. J. Stahr; Tax Commies- I Malcolm
ice course This box will
an
program,
Union City, Tom of plant to replant their corn for late
teresting
near
of
Jahn
in
them
put
nerve
same
Just the
display in your I ioner. J. B. McGehee, C. L Bonder- I
Next dav and pieced upon
hostesses.
the
by
one grand- min to replace that destroyed on
served
community;
was
Pieasantville
A
investigated.
he
until
the "can"
local bank. Promptly at noon S'atur. ant, Kent Hamby: Chtuit Clerk,
gth.
and account uf thc severe dry weather.
Augual
is
Chanubris,
meeting
Hughes
Mary
child,
proved
communication
telephone
(Continued on Page 6)
I Clareere Henry,Justin Atterbery, Al--Williamson
in
Born
relatives.
other
furlough.
5-day
a
that the boys had
-- --I ex Stone.; Constable first district, Toni
Mims. Anna Culton, Mrs. Elizabeth
Wallace Shankle and Wyvon Mycounty, Tenn., where he lived until
So Harve reltuased them and they
HOMEMAKERS TO HOLD
Brooks, Arnie Browh, Oscar Seat;
and Mrs. Stelle Yates motored
Irby
Sunlast
left
boys,
Union
local
two
rick.
to
thee
moving
18,
was
he
caught their train.
CARNIVAL AT CAYCE six candidates are running for conSunday to meet Miss
Mayfield
to
Ind.,
Indianapolis.
for
married
night
day
and
met
he
where
City,
-Plans have been completed for stable in the third district; Magistr- Miss Willie Parkman. Soon after his Culton's mother, who will be her
the
attend
again
will
they
where
first
their
After bring tried for
the first annual chicken dinner and ate for the first district, C. J. Bow- marriage he moved to Fulton. He guest.
offense six juveniles were turned Citizens Military Training Camp.
to be given by the members ers, Cleveland Bard; Magistrate twecarnival
Mrs. J. T. Bard is quite sick at
been
have
boys
twin
attending
These
spent his life in farming and dairyover to their parents, with the warFulton County Homemakers ond district, T. W. Stallins, Alner
the
et'
home on Maple-ay.
her
years.
several
past
the
for
camp
this
be
would
ing.
ning that the next time it
Association which is to be held on Campbell; Magistrate third district.
the reform school. Th.• parents proPat
Limns,
II.
Cayce high school lawn on Friday ' lluidney Jones, J.
The Boy Sunnite of Fulton suffered
mised to give them a "spanking"
afternoon, July 28 at 5 p. m. Games Henry; Magistrate fourth district.
they always runneniber and to kt....p a rather bad luck last Sunday when
provided for liao wnitaon,
and c ontests will
weathered eye on them. The boys the truck owned by Ky. Util. Co., and
City of Fulton
queen of the carnival :
•
anuil
ages
all
were arraigned before Judge 51cMur- driven liy Leon Langston ignited
Mayor Paul DeMyer is in the runesill be selected and crowned.
NEWS SUBSCRIPTION
EXCITING DAYS ARE NEARING IN THE
ry and County Attorney Stahr on a from the exhaust pipe and destroyA plate lunch with fried chicken ruing for mayor for second term unCAMPAIGN.
charge of breaking into the Henry ed clothing and bedding tor about 20
will be served for 25c by the mem- opposed. Four menibers of the old
of the boys. The accident happened
Duncan home east of Fulton.
hers of the Homemakers clubs In council are again out, wrile three new
HEI,P
YOU
STAKE—WILL
near Duck river where the boys are
-1933 CHEVROLET IS AT
the county. In addition ice cream, names are on the list for council- A NEW
VORITE WIN?
FA
YOUR
Robert Bondurant. 41. died last camping.
sandwiches and drinks will be sold. manic seats: T. T. Boaz, T. H. Irby.
s
Thursday night at the Union City
L. 1.. Hindman, Clinton, Ky., will Is. C. Reeds, L S. Phillips, W. P.
alphabetically and the folMrs. A. C. Lafferty returned
Clinic. as a result of tninshot wounds
For convenience, candidates will be listed
Albert Smith.
McDade,
the
during
eve,
Will
Murrell,
crowd
the
address
The position of each
stand.
they
which
in
rotation
self-inflicted in a suicide attenipt a from Rives Wednesday where she
Four candidates have filed for pol- lowing is not the
ning.
below.
Cox.
H.
W.
of
Mrs.
listed
nephew
sister.
her
a
was
visited
votes
Ile
ago.
days
the
few
ice judge in Fulton: Lon Adams. worker is shown by
D. R. Honduran? of F'ulton.
671,000
FULTON MAN
Walter Boaz, J. A. Colley, J. E. Ilan- BIZA,FISFORD, Mrs. Leon, Route 2, Crutchfield
KASNOW OFFERS BIG VALUES FORMER
6'12.000
DIES AT COVINGTON aephim
;
Fulton
Lecda,
Miss
BUTTS,
CLEARANCE
the
on
DRESS
3-DAY
C.
It.
IN
Fulton.
Varden,
.1. B.
710,000
City of Hickman
R.iger Warford, who formerly reHART. Miss Mary, Fulton
Ilickman highway, underwent an
999,600
C. P. Mabry and M. C. Watts are HAGAN, Mrs. J. 1.., Fulton
for a while
also
and
Fulton
in
sided
The
tit
advertising
ThursKatinow
is
L.
hospital
operatien at Fulton
988.400
road peeking the mayoralty at Hickman HOWELL, Mrs. Marie, Crutchfield
Jordan
the
on
city
the
of
east
values
tremendous
susweek
injury
this
News
an
day, as a result of
9S9,1541
with the follewing out for council: .
Rt. 3, Fulton
Clyde.
SunCovington
in
Mrs.
home
his
.i0WARD,
at
dressdied
of
clearance
July
to
a
special
quite
•
in
tained while attempting
989,400
4
Hubbard Newton, C. E. Mooney, At- MARLIN Miss Nedra, Fulton
Mrs.
3;
Route
Brooks,
D.
I..
da..
children.
and
misses
the
r1.11.14,1
wanten,
tot
es
restless team. When he
Rogers, V. U. Rudd. J. M. Hubeach candiaught him Phase turn to page 4, and see for Arthur Seay of llinton, Thomas der
bridle bits, the leant
The above is simply compsrative of the achievement. of
J. A. Bush, Claude Middleton,
Fulton
bard,
of
Easley
Mrs.
and
Browder
reduced
drastically
Ile
yourself the
and does nut mean to say that
night),
Saturday
between the wagon and ft me
last
to
up
race
the
in
date
Mr. Warford. Burial Ilenry Cowell, Sr., Roscoe Stone, T.
iuffered • painful wound near the prices beirg offered Friday, Settle are relative's of
totals of the different workers.
IT. Swarm Joe Rogers, Fred Stokes. these are the grand
day and Menday, in a 3-day event. was made at Covington.
left ear.

Vote Period Will
Close Saturday

Campaign Closes
Following

Former Fulton Lady .
Dies In Memph

Farmers and Business Cheerful Over
Last Weed End

THIS ANI)THAT

STANDINGS

i

•••••••••salualaw
L.

.,-esaremeasweeseasiona•iseidawelWeawast

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Minn Irene Nobles of Gary, 1d,,
what was the spirit of those
north and south. and Fulton, the' POLITICAL ANFioUNCEMENTS 111111111111111.1111111110swoustemagmatmaima inquire
people, what advantages they entail,- is visiting Mr. and MIA. D. J. Clappa
huh of highways, has been right in
lished that made these communities on Maple-ay.
The Fulton County News is auth
Establishea Jan ai lisia
the middle of things. The "early
more attraetive. Our people. would
to
renewing
bird"
traffic.
Florida
the
usiialiy
orised to announce
Published Every Finlay
to have them bring back 0.01•IC
like.
to
out
in
the
subject
starts
Nevember, and "the .•.indidates for election
EDITATOR
111 I II
An Independent Publication
ideas. and tell us how our hoineI ,g parade''' goes through ia January ietion of the Democratic primary.
towti can likewise gain more modern
If 1 et. 1 ike 1 his column l'ell l's.
112114•P21"±7
T•ht..
wield 5:
and the tail enders hurt y through in
James S. Dawes, Publiecher
advantages.
March. 11.40.-.. the rear guard has
For County Court Clerk
vanished, the home-coming begins
S. T. (Tommie) ROPER
prosBSCR1P floN RATEs
NO cii iii,y \•:111 hi considered
We are called upon to cherish
$1.00 and the roads are full again until
W. L HAMPTON
01111 Year (Advance)
perous unless its prosperity reaches with
high veneration and grateful
aue the first of May. By that time all
EF'FIE BRUER
No
S
classes.
Months (Advance)
For Saleily ALL DRUGGISTS
to all parts and to all
recollections, the memory of our
of
thousands
roads
are
.toc
!,
carrying
HOMER
ROBERTS
Carrier
of
By
proudly
Month
1.121'
man is entitled to speak
fathers. Anil surely no nation hadl
81.50 spring and summer tourists.
(lute, ,e First tone, Year
has
For Magistrate (District 1).
American prosperity until he.
ever less occassion to be ashamed of'
Recent months have brought on
conscientiously dono his best to
C. J. BOWERS
ets.sictc, sit walnut Street
its ancestry .... for while most nn
! the tourists. climate to and from the
the
spread it over those portions of
For Circuit Court Clerk
lions traee their origin to barbarians,
Worlds Fair at Chicago. Highways
PHONE 470.
country which are as yet untouehod the foundations of our nat
wee.,
CLARENCE HENRY
I 45 and 51 have brought Fulton a
by the increase of means and oppor- lead by civilized men, by Christians
For Representative
full share of these travelers, who
OUR HIGHWAYS
•
tunity. There are. whole states in our
STEVE WILEY
. And yet not unfrequentlyi tho
save dropped lemdreds of dollars
land which are lying heavy-hearted have been treated as if they had
GLENN W. LANE
Not so many years back Kentucsy here.
in the back lands of neglect. There Is virtues; while their sins and folio,
'
-0
For Sheriff
suffered the humiliation of being
much that we can do to bring them have been sedulously Immortalized
BOY)
HUBBARD
(BIG
HARRELL
dubbed the "Detour State." This was
SERVICE
AN EXPECTED
into step with the rest of the nation. In satirical anecdote.
TOM PRATHER
In the days when theta was not a
The influence. of such treatment et
a
to
developed
the
through highway across
State,
Tax Commissioner
Advertising has
It should be often in the minds of our fathers is too manifest. It crept
and at • time when everybody was stage where the people expect the
JAMES B. McGEHEE
American citizens that no country is
es, and lets loose upon their institu
determined to get to Florida "or :eervice it reindeer as much as theyloos
For County Judge
prosperious unless its prospertty
tions, the vandal Apirit of innovation
bust." Then, the great section of forward to the publication of the
W. C. TIPTON
reaches to all parts and clashes. INc
and overthrow; for after the r/14.111
automobile owners lying to the north news. A newpaper without welldhs.
S. A. HAGLER
at last learned that questions co
ory of our fathers shall have Is.eii
of Kentucky—Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, played
advertisements, carefully
questions
like
are
wealth
economic
For Circuit Judge
rendered contemptible, who will ap
Wi•consin, Michigan and part Of written in newsy style, would be it
the
of
part
no
that
health;
physical
of
L. L. HINDMAN
preciate and sustain their instil ii
Canada—had to go to the east coast queer thing and undoubt.stly passed
an
as
long
so
safe
is
community
For County Attorney
tions? The memory of our fathers
to find a route to Florida, most of upon as undeserving of attention.
infected.
is
part
other
E. J. STAIIR
should be the watch-word of liberty
Advertising has improved so wonthem dreading the ice and snow of
--For Jailer
throughout the land; for, imperfect
the, Allegheny mountains.
derfully that it has beeonie a kind
are
prices
that
doubt
There is no
as they were, the yorld before had
GUY LA w RENCE
But now the motorists have a of directory of market offerings. It
who
citizen
going up. The wise
not seen their like, nor will it scam
GUY TUCKER
choice of several through routes spreads before the people in eaeh,
possibly can will spend now, when
we fear, behold their like again.
For Mayor of Fulton
south, no matter where they live to newspaper issue a story of business'
worth.
he can get the largest dollar's
Such models of moral excellene,
PAUL DeMYER
the north of Kentucky. and the routes conditions. You can read it and find
tie should spend for permanent im- such apostles of civil and religion..
For Police Judge
FUNERAL HOME
are so close together that they do out what kind of goods are being
provemente today. And every time
liberty . . . . constitute. a censorship
fashions
-\Z
BO.
and
II.
W.
style
the
what
selection,
bought,
a
making
not worry about
we repair. rebuild and extend our
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The balmy weather that soon greets are, what kind of service the peoplel
property. we arc. doing are bit to- to ridicule them is notional suicide!
J. A. (Amos) COLLEY
them once they cross the Ohio river are demanding, what suggestions the!
ward stimulating employment. In —1Ienry Ward Beecher.
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J. M. Foster, a druggist. suffered tortures rom Over-wrought
b..e figure. one that will greittl
communities of this trade territory.
Nerves. He had dozens of so called "Nerve Remedies" in his
HAVL: FOR SALE PLUMBING
inerease in v•Itte.
store. One by one he tried them without relief until....Hut let
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own
ALL
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in
experience
MATERIAL
Mr. Foster tell his
Mrs. S. E. Bushart of College-fit
"I think Dr. Miles' Nervine is the best nerve
l'AGED OUT OF TIE MEADOWS
is visiting with her son and family,
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.
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Think It Over

11

PASCHALL

iftEtilit PAIN -RELIEF-HARMLESS

AMBULANCE

Call

1-

WINSTEAD- JONES
& COMPANY

DOES A
RISING MARKET
INTEREST YOU?

Hectic Days-

Sleepless Nights

T

SALVAGE
SALE

N

DR. MILES'

ERVINE

FEDERAL LAND BANK OF LOUISVILLE

Stockdale Cafe
200 Main Street
SPECIAL HAT1's ON
OFC1'1.%1•1 MEALS

LOUISVILLE,
K E N TU C K Y.

H. D. ALEXANDER
4111111111111111111111111111=111111111111111111111

SWEET and JUICY

1

HAM
OAKWOOD
Why dread the hot weather?

VISIT OAKWOOD
i

i

Plenty ofshade--Plenty of Pit Barbecue--Plenty of cold Beer. Nice
comfortable Cabins. Come out to
Oakwood. Relax and rest. Just outside of town on Union City highway.

I.....
..L..._i
1

That good Reelfoot brand
None but the best are packed under this label,
and when von c..11 for

REELFOOT PRODUCTS
BACON—SAUSAGE—LARD

"The Old Mill Wheels
Are Turning"
Perhaps it is jii-t es w, II to look on the bright side. For every
dark cloud has a silver lining. The darkness is rapidly disappearing. and the silver is returning to the surface, from where. it has
been hidden. And after we have. passed over the rough place's, we
will be wiser and richer in experience.
As time rolls (in people still live on. One of the necessities of
life is bread. For .25 years Browder's 31111 his Lee ii s.:pplying the
people of Fulton. and the surrounding community with flour of
the high. st quality, striving at all times to supply the people with
the very best flout that modern machinery and tekilled millers
can produce.

You run no risk of getting an inferior product.

ASK YOUR DEALER

Reynonds Packing
Company

Continue to USE the BEST
BROWDER'S SPECIAL SELF-RISING, PEERLESS.
SUPERBA SELF•RISING and QUEEN'S CHOICE

Ask lour

Every Sack Cuaranteed.

GrOffr

Browder Milling Co.
-111e Pride

III

FilltINC

Union City, Tennessee

•••••••111/11•11..--Nes...........1211LN...•••••••11111a
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South Fulton City Council Meets In Regular Session

• isS
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It is interesting to note that matter of course. Good roads, the
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river. This section tad
of
for farming over other portions
because
the Wet. It wah well located
lower down the river the climate was
It,,' warm for gribss or corn, tobacco;
tind higher up you receded front the
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transportation. In those days the
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FIRST
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principal method of ti•avt•I wos by
Fier Ice Tea I; lb.

Own Your Own

Mayor C. A. Stevens and f
members of the South Fulton my
council met in regular monthly ...stun at the city hull Monday night.
Al members were present with the
exception of Councilman Huy Adams
and regular routine business was
transacted.
One of the must important steps
of the council meeting Monday night
was to turn over delinquent tax lists
tut the years 1926-31 to the city's
attorneys fur collection. Property
owners will be mailed notices of their
time to take care o ftheir delinquent
taxes before suit is brought for collection. This action on the part of
the council was neveasary in order to
meet outstanding inuebtedness against the ity, and to take care of
regular cuirent expenses. Property
owners will be given every cooperation and consideration, but • concerted effort to ultra these long past
due tures is imperative.

I

SYMPATHY

HORNBEAK

Prices Good
July 14 and 15

KR0GER

Prices Good
July 14 and 15

tag pllaaii oorr s.r.r
lb.
24
OLD ROSE Flour 48 lb.
n
,;:ntit.ieknale:n's

3 cans 20c
2for 25c

4c Corn
Tomato Sauce „,
2 for 15c Pickles
Catsup

Jewel Coffee 2 lbs. 35c Macaroni

BREAD

TOM BROOKS
CONSTABLE

F
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'
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COME TO THE

Fulton County News
For 1 our

Second Sheets-ONE PEG. (500 Sheets) ---50c
TWO PKGS. (1000 Sheets) ----fine

Shipping

09
casb.

50c
SIZE (500)
LARGE SIZE (500) —60c

SM .1

500 SHEETS
1000 SHEETS --

Si 25
$2.00

Phone 470
We Deliver
mignoimidenummommousmummimpams,

each 10c

per lb. 25c
French Coffee per lb. 21c C.C. Coffee
Salad Dressing "" . 25c C. C. Bran Flakes pkg. 10c
23c Praline Layer Cake ea. 25c
Wesc() Tea mg

1lb Graham-1 lb Soda Crackers 19c
Macaroni loose lb. 5c
2c
Watermelons
Bananas mei° ripe 3 lbs.19c
New Potatoes 10 lbs. 29c
Q""8'c
2C
L 1
71c
Pork Sausage
14c
Bacon
Roulettes
1hoicest
10c
2_
Roast
Sweet, lee Cold
Red Ripe, LB.

am

Typewriting Paper--

22-oz.
loaf

Country
Club

.)Genuine Spring Limb
Lb.
Hind Quarter

I

Fore

o• Us

2

Southern Style Seasoned
Pure Pork. Lb.

K refer. Perfect Sliced
Sugar Cured, Lb.

fancy sugar cured shoulder honefor frying,1 31
and
le".
r"
2%-*
Lb.......
or bailing. tied
BakingRollcd

quality K. C. Baby Beef
C
Fresh, Tender, Juicy Check, Lb.....

AIL

Spaghetti loose lb. 5c
ea. 5c
Grapefruit
2 doz.45c
Oranges
ea. 5c
Cantaloupes
61c
Spare Ribs
51c
Salt Meat"L:
.s.'" 10c
Pork Chops
Brisket Roast LV.- ne'f. line. 512c
and
2
Neck Bones
Mar•h
Seedless

California

Sweets, 2I6's

Pony

size

Fresh and Meaty

Butts Fine for Seasoning

Strictly Fresh Lean

Freer

Meaty Lk

.....tomokomea,mmasaramilibtaMmumalaiamz-

311/4,r.
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and Mrs. Sam Burns.
THE TWILIGHT ' FULTON ICE CO. WINS
Mrs. Lee Atwill and daughter
OVER D-X BY 4 TO 2
LKAGUE
Marianna of Chicago are visiting rer
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W
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mother, Mrs. Eliza Well.
When Lanser of the Icicle. and
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.500!isiloweel oiSy S hits for only 4
1
1
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while
.5t10
1
1
Ky. Util. Co.
meeting at Clinton.
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.500 for 2 runs. Never in the history of
1
1
maintain her honor and integrity 0 E Laundry
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the following pointed statements:
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2
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0
by meeting every one of said i•blIga- Warner Bros.
Monday from Memphis. Tenn., after
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The
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better
"This brings us to the end of the
a
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0
2
Dens. It is gratifying to be able to Diamonl D-X
a visit with friends.
chuok full of fine fielding plays with
3rd quarter, or up to June 30, 1933. report that this has been done. We
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Fleming of St.
he
chance
every
on
starring
Hawkins
GAMES OF JULY 14 TO 29
Before presenting the usual finan- have no outetanding wart ants, a
Louis visited relatives here last week
pulled
he
occassione
several
On
Friday July 14, afternoon Icicles had.
Charlie Bondurant received a Mel4Steal statement, 1 want to cmumend splendid reputation for any county
i most impossible plays to cut off hits
through vs. K. U. night—Dalton vs. DA.
and Mrs. Harry Pruett and agt Sunday of the death of his couMr.
the Court for the busteens way in to maintain while passing
runs.
Monday, July 17--afternoon, OK I or sure
I believe
fanialy if St. Louis, Mo., are visit- sin, R. A. Warford of Covington,
which you have met the &mantle of this unprecedented crisis.
be vs. I)-X. Night—Swift vh. K. U.
ing their parents, Mr.s Betty Pruett Tenn. Ile has tummy friends here who
the times caused by the iouch talked this reputation can and should
Tuesday, July 18--afternoon Warare sorry to learn of his death.
and Mr. utid Mrs. Sam Burns.
of depression. In the peak of good cherished and maintained.
ner Vs. Dalton. Night—White Way
Mrs. A. W. Fowler spent Tuesday
'Without ',petting the fixed elsMr. and Mr, L. A. Rains returned
times funds were used rather careto re- vs. Fulton lee Co.
Sunday after a week visit in Murray with her parents Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
lessly. The dementia of the people ligations from those subject
Thursday, July 20— afternoon—
to
Mr. mid Moo Algie Hay visited Ky.
McCellan.
were to make Moto. in better road vision, we are pleased to show
OK vs. Fulton lee. Night--Warrier Miss Lola Pierce Sunday.—Misses
Mrs. Ruth English of Chattanooga
to which demands you the trend downward in the enbuilding;
U.
Vb,
K.
EdDorothy
it will
A kende Browa and
Miss Anna Cuton, Mrs. Elizabeth
and Mrs. E. F. Bouldin of Memphis
there was given entirely too much tire expenditures. To do this
a few days last week are visiting relatives here.
these figurspent
wards
present
and Mrs. Stelle Yates motored
to
Irby
necessary
that
be
result
the
with
consideration,
at SWIFT RATTLES EIGHT INNINGS with Misses Virgin& and Neorni Stem
Sunday to meet Miss
expenditures
the
Mayfield
out
payand
childBob
Burns
to
bringing
Mrs.
es,
future
and
for
Mr.
incurred
debts were
TO SUBDUE WARNER 13-L -- Miss Idol Batts spent a few days
who will be her
comparison
your
mother,
For
times.
their
Culton's
are
visiting
been
stated
Louis
St.
of
have
ren
now
demands
ment. The
Warner Bros., base ball nine took last week with her cousin, Onida
expenses in
parents Mrs. Betty Pruett and Mr. guest.
made for a reduction in taxes. The we present herewith the
chin
Tuesday
the
gunk.
tin
another
Vadin visited
31 to AuVadin.--Mrs. Claud
demand cannot be exeretsed, a, it, each account, from August
tvhen they encountered the rejuvenat- Mrs. C. E. Lowe Sunday afternoon.-applies to meeting obligations made gust 31:
ed Swift aggiegation and went home M ihS Mae Grace spent Saturday
9 mos. 1932-33 under eight innings ot the hottest
- MOS. 1931-32
t2
12 Mae. 192o-oti
with MIN. Osier Morris.--Rev.
$ 4,337.96 Niee ball they have played this year night
$ 5,728.60
$ 31,441.07
Warrants to State.
S. H. Allen and wife and Dr. J. IL
$33.232.00
58,451.29
game
This
7a,616.07
$
12
deleet.
to
13
with •
County Warrants Paid
Mrs. Omergee Mc87,712.96 was marked with the superb hitting Clark of Martin,
110.656.72
Elementary warrants paid 162,618.99
Kinney and little eon ond Mr. and
31,854.62
.41,226.72
and
&utile
tr.ple,
a
ol sullivan out
.. 46,882.80
High school paid
Osler MorHa were Sunday sup.00 bat crashed out a tople, double and Mre.
266.69
16,1'13.01
Burst school paid..
per guests of tr. and Mrs. J. 11.
.00
60206
lust
&Willa
.wo singles alld 14.01:Ilea
1,259.53
Vocational school paid
sons.--Mr. and Mrs.
60,072.02 on an error. This eatery put Swiit Patterson riti•I
90,998.92
99,554.19
(Opposite Hall Hotel)
Highways & bridges ....
M. W. Gardner and Bloomer Batts
.00
12,732.54
.
Dalton for the league
in atie w.th
22,710.64
...
District roads
attended singing at Fulton Sunday
82.292.08
99,384.97
Is-ad.
$160,002.66
Bonds & interest
afterntion.--Mr. and Mrs. J. II. l'at.00
.00
8,007.54
Highway bonds
terson unit sons, Mr. and Mrs. Osier
4.74
3
3.,̀
2,698.39
O K DOWNS K. U. IN
.00
Workhouse & poorhouse
Morris, Mr. rind Mrs. M. W. Gardner
1,000.00
.00
NEAR SHUT-OUT 8-1
First payment on Farm
Mr. Bloomer halts and re. Claud
0 K Laundry jumped bank into the Violin rind &ladder Onida and MikI8
$304,096.38
$422,646.90
$570.167.24
win column with an b to 1 victory
Ye.arly Exp., Ttotal
tell Batts u'it ruled the onnual 4-H
for the year 1929-30 over key. Util. to.. Tuesday night in Club Pienie at the home of Mrs.
"When we reduce these figures I flouting debt
I was $99,700; June I, 1933. including a game that was featured with Susie lanno, near WallIllt Grove
down to shorter periods for a better
future payments on farm $40,700; ihruhle plays resulting from attempt- Friday.-- Mr. and Mrs. Troy Sneed
understanding, we find the monthly , thus, we have paid on local Lubin ed bunts. The 'bunt' being voted in
and children of Proysburg were
expenditurer for the year 1929-30 ties $59,000. The total reduction in for the seond halt and which is a Thursday Kopper guests of Mr. ond
Two Fine Automobiles. Visit our Show Room.
!
Patterson.—Mrs, Ruby
were $17,513.93 per month; while liabilities is $146,500; the state has neuroses to the league. On several Mre. J. II
of school funds occasions K. U. attempted to burit Meister smelt Thursday afternoon
payment
up
held
are
they
Buy a ('ar shipped to you by Freight.
1932-33,
of
year
for the
was due to be paid f.) K turned four of them into fast with Mrs. M. W. Gardner.--Mr. and
$33,788.48 per month. To bring them $62,264.85; this
preys. Welsch Mrs. Fred Sneed and Miss Annie h.
if done -$2:11S,764.8r•
end p,ppy double
on down to days. using business oil liabilities
The bonded debt of June 1st la aught to show that it really is • Sneed sis•nt a wrile Thur..dav afterdays, or 26 days as a month, we find
the state assumed of this nusiance.
noon with Mr. ond Mrs. Osier M•.rris
that our daily expenses for the year $1,378,000;
S8:X..395.62; bonds to mot by
--Mrs. Osier Morris entertained her
Road Service. Call 443.
1929-30 were $1,827.47e while for the sum
$521,604.38; loans to be DALTON AND UT1L.
Sunday school class with a Gypsy
year 1932-33, they are $1,229.55 per the county
county $40,700; total out- TEAMS OPEN HALF WITH WINS Tea. Wednesday afternoon with the
day. Thus, the reduction in expenses met by the
obligations of the. county
Dalton Cleaners jumped to an ear- following present: Pearl Cooley,
over this period is 28.7 percent, oi• standing
is due us by the ly lead over Fulton Ice Co., last Gertude and Beatrice Cape. Matitmie
in round numbers, $528.90 per day $562.304.38. There
this when collected Thureday afternoon and opened the and Mary Nell Orr, Billie Robey.
"How this was done: In the year state $83,672.14;
to debt, leaving second half of the Twil.ent League Billie and John Owen, Water Frank
1929-30. the tax value of all proper- is to be applied
total indebtedness.
with an 11 to 7 victory. Displaymg a Orr, Gordon McKinney.--Mrs. Will.
ty was $21,273,069.59, and your tax $179 632.24
1932-33
There has not been a time since brand of base ball that wid take the
rate was $1.91. In the year
bonds on the coun- • around the top of the slamming
the tax value is $18,252,401.00 with we began selling
financial conditions they started out the second with the
a tax rate of $1.48. The tax value ty, when our
present. With tip of the standing in their minds.
for the year 1933 is $14,603,7,•1.00 were better than at
buisnt•ss conditions. li.illand on the mounit lot tht• faeanin
the
upturn
an
at
fixed
be
to
is
rate
the
and
we will soon recover from our mad ers allowed only 6 hits wh le Lainxer
July session of Court.
is responsible allowed the Ickes only 6 hi,e but was
The bonded indebtedness for 1929- indebtedness, which
1933, for 30 cents of our present $1.40 gi•••ii terrible suppirt.
30 was $1,465,500; June 1,
purposes," Judge
The sei.ond game of the day went
said indebtedness is $1,378,000; thus tax levy for county
to Ky. Ut.l. Cu., who started off with
we have paid on bonds $87.500. The Buchanan concluded.
a Ming to garner IS runs while Dioinund D-X could only amass 9. D-X
seat Langston oi K. U. to the showers in the drd while A. U. sent
Browning to the showers in the 4th.
Chances in the diamond has caused
touch interim-once fur the first few
games thie half but when all team,
get use to it they will no dint Lb
it touch better. The pitchers box ha
been moved up from 4-, ti-et to .1,*
feet frt.= the batten; box and for :.
while it Was very perplexing Ii• te.
OMEONE is ill ... get the doctor at
battera as well as the pitchers.
a
want
you
when
is
that
wait..
to
once--no time
telephone.
FRIDAY'S GAMES WENT 'Di
WHITE WAY AND SW IF
You want to talk with a friend ectoss town or in
Friday afternoon and night e:o
another city—and that is when the telephone serves you
too, good teams take it on the den
well.
from two good clubs. 0 K Laundry,
After all, life is made up of major and lesser incidents
winners of the first half took a smind
like these—when you need to speak to someone, or they
trouncing from Swift after the gums'
want to call you.
Large assortment of Silk Crepe
went into extra innings. The game
ome with
Dresses in solid colors: ,
Beautifid Wash Silk Crepe Dresses
If you try to determine the value of telephone
emleil 7 to 6 in favir of Swift.
swagger coats, others plain. Sires
in white and pastel colors. Also
aar•iCII, • good way it might be measured is by its prolii the night ganie White Way ran
14 to 52. Extra big sizes are of
Chiffon tOilf.S. Valuer: up to CI. Our
tection in emergencies when • swift summons must be
wild over Warner and completely
black and white designs. VALUES
Price—
Clearance
its
Or
department.
fire
the
the
police,
doctor,
of
1;
score
the
by
the
dernoraliaed them
tent to
TO 1:5 NOW to 1. Warner finally pushing over a
value may be summed up in the many little errands it
ol1
ass
_alba.
...raft
run late in the game. White !Vey was
eurai for you every day.
C
w
oriw 4ww Air
1.11.
hitting herd e.ery inning.
But whatever the yardstick, ewe.: folks agree the
43PKOVibili
I
-43
I
*Awil4
value of telephone service is so great and the cost so
FATS AND LEANS
reasonable that it really doesn't pay to try to do withSUFFER INJURIES
out It.
'Die second base of the local twilight diamond ut the fair grounds
seems to be tough on ball players. A.
B. Thomaeson, while playing in the
game Friday night between the Fats
and Leans sustatntel a broken rib,
large assortment of Voile Dresses
A fine lot of Dresses in smartest
when he slid head first for second.
in fast colors for Women, Misses
styles and patterns. Real bargains
'
°.•001
But he didn't know it until Sunday
and Children. Priced cheaper than
at this price. Values up to S; NOW
when Dr. liushart inade an examinayou can make them. ONLYtion.
ttal2Ki
Hawley Jamison was another to
suffer at second, where he sprained
P.:me:lent
N.,
an ankle.
Waves Beautiful ringlet ends
---•
DALTON Vi INS OVER
We specialize in combination
WHITE WAY BY 6 TO 4
(Spiral top ('roquienole ends)
W &VCR,
If vou need an every day Ifouer Frock, we have them in aide variety.
Linen.
One of the best games yet played
They Cr,' new—smart styles are sensing daily. You'll find them in
in the Twilight was the one Monday
Pique and Voileei. Sunback and "42nd Street" as nen se conservative
-We rule the W•ves"
afternoon hetwet•n White Way ad
styles. ONLI—
Dalton Cleaners. with the score endPHONE 115 Day or Night
ing in favor of Dalton by 6 to 4.
• Not until the third inning Was there
Guaranteed.
All Work
la score made e hen White Way caned
!two acres.. Dalton scored 2 in the
f•,kittli. 2ii thu thand 2 in the ilth.1
111 Wh•ie White Wey eci.•!-•••!
more in
II the 7th.
jani Ounciin spout Sunday afternoon
with Mrs. Claud Graddy. - Miss Viola
Smith spent Thursday afternoon with
ICI-UW.1111a Lowe who is very ill at this
writing.--Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Gardner, Bloomer Batts spent Thursday
at Mt. Moriah attending church. Mrs Oder Morris and mother Airs.
J. II. Patterson visited in Fulton
Tuesday.
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MOTOR CO.,Inc.
Mayfield, Ky.

Buick - Pontiac Cars

Open Day and Night

Ladies-

Don't overlook an opportunity
like this-unbelievable values

A TREMEDOUS

E SALE

NO TIME
TO WAIT—
S

—THREE DAYS ONLY---

Fri., Sat., and Mon.July, 14, 15, 17

BELL
HcANTelegraph
SOUTand
Co.
fit1
Telephone

Grace's Beauty Salon

1

Group One

Group Two

Group Three

Group Four

4ar

L. KASNOW

$1e00

Q 448 Lalic-3t. I
k__) Fulton, Ky.

/Sty,

John
nrdered
—
-

enemerwessese
TALL STORIES
mammoth all over the Gulf, with the
Here's a fish story that will be speed ahead in order to keep up with
hard to match, and Fulton's aspiring I the monster fish. After chasing the
champions will have to get up and manntoth all over the Gulf, with the
go mime to beat It.
help of several fishing boats, lots of
One of Fulton's favorite sons was 1.0De. Witt a ton of horpoone, the giant
down in Florida off the coast in the was safely landed on the coast of
Gulf of Mexico fishing with Herbert Florida. Ilerh went on about hls
champion. business and left John Fulton to take
Hoover, our national
I
id lierh and the Fultonian were care of his catch.
using those big Georgia "Goobers"
John seeing that his fish was atfor bait. Herb had landed several nice tracting so moth attention due to its
sized ono', but our Fultunite (let's enormous size, decided he would put
mill him John) had no luck.
Then it on exhibition in New York City.
came a whale of a surprise. Some- But Jonah's whale was small fry in
thing struck his line. Oh, what a' comparison with John's fish, and the
bottle!
problem of moving his fish to New
John let out the line, and Herb York wits hard to figure out.
But
ordered the yak+ crew to put on full John finally managed to eliarter

rsenate or 1 mad, Paris Green. Bordeaux Mixture,
Slug Shot, Black Leaf "40".

liammend's

couple hundred flat cars, a half dos. Board of Health ordered John to de- the bucket in his car. Then he went
on uhout his business.
en railroad engines, and after a long stroy his fish.
and hectic struggle reached the capThat was a sad time for John. But
Returning to his car to go home
Here's a peach of a tale, which
itol of the world.
there was nothing else le lit. Employ- he found two plugs of the tobacco'
Getting the giant fish ready for ment improved again when thous- miming. Mr. McGehee contends that happens to be a fart P. 'I's Jones was
exhibition was no easy job. Jimmy ands of men were called in to build a Democret "stole" them, declaring telling recently about some peaches
Walker was mayor of New York at a hugh kettle in which to mail( the If it had leeei a Republican he would which grew on his tree. The tree bore
only about a dozen and a half
that time, and glamorous "Jimmy" fish. The kettle was built around the have taken all the tobacco.
came to John's rescue ond provided fish, and was so gigantic that 300,.
Anway, who ever took the tobacco pent:bee_ When he went br mail two
exhibition ground,: in the suburbs.
000 men labored day and night, in was evidently democratic in ideas, to a relative in upper Kentucky, the
'thousands of people were required three shifts to complete the job. In for he .werned to believe in a 60-50 postage was 16c, the largest peach
weighing 13 ounces.
to build an exhibition hall, so right the meantime, people poured in from division.
away the employment situation be- all over the world to see John's fish,
eiehreili[e epee;eeriviellesieletteleerieleireesetteseviresiellstielieesesealgiesuelememS11111111111111111
gan to improve and was felt through- and John soon had money in every
out the nation. You'll have to hand large bank in the country.
Then came the cooking--and what
it is John Fulton for helping out
our new deal president In solving the a cooking. When finished there was
enough "sperm" to manufacture canunemployment problem.
This is the best
Bring Your ....
John was headed for certain dles for every cathedral in the world
trouble. People from everywhere to use as long as the world stands.
Hospital where
Shoes Into Our
Believe it or not, John is now restflocked to New York. to view his
Sick Soles and
RepairShop.
monster fish—the World's lair was ing back on his well earned laurels—
forgotten in the wild orge to see the and Fulton has o champion fisherrun down heels
ing is ECONOlargest fish. For a while John man. We take no responsibility for
restored to new
MY in the Long
thought the Century of Progress as- the authenticity of title story, but
sociation was going to sue him for! pass it along for what it is worth.
Run or Short
damages becouse he was detractingi
"DEMOCRAT"
STEALS
TOBACCO
l
e
Walk. ..
attending
people from
the fair.
Everything went along all rights The other day John R. McGehee, et.
for a while, but before long the fish, who resides on Route 6, brought some
began to decay. Never having to pre-I eggs to Fulton and sold them. Ile
serve a fish of such mammoth size' took the money and bought four
before, scientists were puzzled and, plugs of tobacco, placed his "chew'.
were unable to stop the decay. The ine" in his egg bucket and deposited ' MIPleglee

For Your 'SOLES'Sake

PROMPTLY at 10 pin. Saturday Night Closes
Second Period
of the FULTON COUNTY NEWS SUBSCRIPTION CAMPAIGN and best
Remaining Vote Inducement
What Is An
SECOND PERIOD
July 3rd. to July 15th
Renewal
1,400
Year $1.00
3,500
Years $2.00
Years $3.00 — 15,000

THIRD PERIOD
July 17th until close
Renewal
1,04)0
Year $1.00
2,500
Years $2.00
Years $3.00 -10.000

EXPAENGION
An EXTENSION is another subscription, for the same pl rAell, given in
addition to one they gave earlier in the campaign. Fre instance, if Joh;
Martin gave some eorker a subscription for one or two years and he then
gives that worker or even another worker another worker subscription,
th'e ie called an EXTENSION. and draws the difference in votes between
the number alloerri on the filet subscription and what the whole thing is
worth. Provided a subscriber gives two or more contestants on extension
either one of which builds his subscription up to the total term length of
three years, race contestant receiving such an extension will draw and equal
number of extension votes as permitted by the regular vote schedule.
EXAMPLE: A new one year subscription draws 4000 votes inasmuch a,a
two 3 tar subscription re worth 10,000 votes the second year must pay 6.00Q
to make the two draw 10,000 votes, or the value of a two year eubtwo MOM' vetos he given on a one yea' subscription, them
scriet
credit neve he 36,000. in order that the tee subscriptions, making three
years in all, will carry the credit of 40.000 votes. the value of a three ,suhecription.

How

Extension
Count. First
Period new
Subscription
ON 1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTIONS
6,000 Votes
1 More Year
2 More Years —36,000 Votes

I More Year

30,000 Votes

Secure all Extensions you can. They
mean BIG VOTES, and big

votes

SECURE' ALI. THE EX TENSIONS YOU CAN — A FEW OF THESE
mean BIG AWARDS.
MAY TURN THE TIDE IN YOUR FAVOR.

Or HIDE
WHEN YOU SEE YOUR
FAVORITE COMING AND
HELP HER

BY GIVING

LONG TERM

Thin ('Sr Will Be Purchased From—
CITY MOTOR CO. FULTON, KY,

SUBSCRIPTION.

Have You Turned Your Back on a Friend?
When ewer. of the candidate, in the Ness Silber.; aption Campaign have asked .),.11 I or help. have liti said, "$ea me later," "You will have to set my.
wife about it." "I haven't the money" "I sin taking ton many rapers now." or "I dint want the paper."
If you have glien these or any other excuses instead of needed help, have you not turned your back on a friend?
The worker are fast discovering who are their real friends. You classify yourself.
Your subscription, if It is the right kind will make you a friend for life.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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Socials and Personals
and Robert Copeland of Fulton.

Koence-Beanett Marriage.
Miss Lucy Day Koonce, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Kooner, was
united in marriage Sunday mornnig
to Williom Bennett. son of Mr. anti
Mrs. II. B. Bennett, both of thih city.
The cerinony was conducted at the
home of the bride's parents in Pesrl
Village with Rev. J. S. Robinson,
piestt,r of the First Pres'•yterian
hutch of Fulton. Only members or
the fainilies and • few friends were
present to wdness the charming
ceremony.
The home was beautifully decorated for the occasion. The bride watt
charmingly attired in light blue ensemble with white acessories to
harmonize,

Radio Quartet Here Monday.
The Sunshine radio quartet of
Nashville will be at the Mission
Monday night,July 17, beginning at
7:30 o'clock. Everybody is in: ited to
attend the program, and there will be
no admission charge.

t.ladys, Even and Ammaline, left
Wednesday morning for Chicago,
Streeter, Ill.. anti Detroit, Mich., to
spend several wteks.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Cloyd and children, Mrs. Lon Berninger, Mrs. IL
B. Alexander, Ruby Boyd Alexsoder
Miss Mary Grennhaw attended the
First Christian church picnic at
Sunkiet Beach.
Miss Avant.II Green is the guest
of her sister, Mrs. Don Hill in
Scottsville, Ky.
Miss Thelma Morris of Texas who
has been the guest of Mies Ruth
FitIds kit Saturday for Chicago to
attend the fair, before returning to
her home.
Miss Helen Exum has returnee'
from a visit to Centralia and Atina,
III. She was a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
l'aul Boaz in Anna.
Mrs. Clyde Baker of Memphis is
the guest of her parents, Mr. anti
Mrs. Lon Palmer on Eddings-at.
Mrs. Clement West of Dallas, Tex.
is the guest of relatives and friends
here for several days.
Marvin Parent, who has been visiting his aunt, Mrs. W. A. Lowe, left.
Monday for his honie in Paducah.
Mr. an:I Mrs. E. E. Willinghunt
have returned from • visit to Louts.
ville.
Mrs L. 0. Bradford, Florenci
Bradford, Dudley Morris, Virginia
Meacham and Mrs. Sarah Ml..letlkin
left Friday for ViigiMa. Washing
ton, New York and Chicago. to b
gone several weeks.
Mrs. Finnis Johnson and daughtei„
Mary 'lane left Monday for their
horn,. in Detroit, after seveial weeks
visit with relatives and friends.
Mrs. Dawes Johnson has returned
to her horn.. in Detroit after helms •
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Sam Holt.
111.hses Irene Boyd, Julia France,
Cooke Walker were the Sunda
guests of Miss Inez Smith of Martin
Miss Evelyn Williams was On
week end guest of Mrs. Clyde Smill
of Hickman.
,•f th•
Captsin Julio E
J. S. Army fr.m New Wyk eris the
•.T.uest of his niece, Miss Nedea Marlin, this week.
—
- - •

Crutchfield News
Donald Cherry of Murray spent
spent the Week end with Mr. and
Mrs. Rolanl Elliott.—Quite a few
attended the ice cream supper at
John Veatch's store Saturday night.
----Mrs. l'aul Newhouse. spent a few
days last week with Mr. •nti Mrs.
Paul Williams.--Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Freeman and Mrs. Bob Elliott spent
Monday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Elliott—The Primitive Baptist meeting started Monday. Services are being held at Rock Spring
in the afternoon and at truthfield M. E. Church at night.--Mrs.
Will Little fell and broke her arm
several days ages—Those on the sick
lit are little Glynn B. Rice and
Elizabeth Walker. Both are improving.—Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Lasistet
have returned home.—Boo. Moore
filled his regular appointment at the
Baptist church Sunday.--Mr. and
Mrs. Will Wade attended a fish fry
at Will Collier's near McFadden on
Wednesday evening.

WATER VALLEY NEWS
Mary Catherine Bretton, Reporter.
Miss Bess Yvonne Craddock returned honie Friday after • visit
with relatives in Humboldt, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Canon returned home Friday night after a visit
with relatives in Arkansas.
Miss Stella Marie Reiter of Sedalia has been visiting Mies Maude
Celia Canon.
!tarry Willianih of Paducah ltah
been visiting with Mrs. Willie Williams.
Miss Hilda Roper of Sedalia has
been visiting Miss lAVerne Campbell.
Mn, and Mrs. Grant Mullins and
daugrter Geraldine of Wingo visited with Mrs. John Bretton and daughters Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Bobbie Thomas and Miss
Ida Tarpley of Paducah will return
home in • few days after visiting
with restive,, and friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Warner Thompson
have been visiting with relatives and
friends here.
Misses May Belle Owen, Margaret
Ruth Owen and Nancy Lucille McClure left Friday night for Detroit

where they will visit with relatives
and friends.
Mr. anti Mrs. Aubrey Morris and
children have been visiting with Mr.
E. M. Morris and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Jackson
Misers Pauline Cloyes, Dorothy
Stepens and Marvin Cloyes motored
to Fulton Sunday to attend the singing.
Larry Beadles returned home Saturday after a week's visit with relatives in Crutchfield.
Miss Studs Morgan has returned
to her home after visiting with
friends in Benton.
Misses Nova. Rubye and Birdie II
MgNeil rave returned home from'''.
Bowling Green where they have been
attending school. They will leave
Wednesday morning to attend the
World's Fair.
Mrs. Boyd Adylotte and daughter
Martha Sue of Sedalia have been
visiting with • Mrs. Margaret Adylotte.
Mrs. Clarence Guy will return
home in o few days after visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrh. Tom
Brann,

Mrs. Luther Slaughter
Given Surprise Dinner.
Mrs. Luther Slaughter was very
delightfully surprised last Friday
afternoon when her many friends
gave her a birthday dinner. Those
attending the dinner were:
Esther Heflin, Mrs. Lee McClain
and granddaugters. LaDonne and
Muttie Virginia; Jar, and Mrs. I.uther Slaughter and daughters, Mai,
Dance at Usona
Henry Ford, manager of the Usona and Katherine; Mr. and Mrs. Roy
hotel, has arranged for Maurice Eroyn and daughters. Pattie Mai and
Morrison and his orchestra of Chic- Reba Jean; Mr. and Mrs. Frank
ago to play at a dance here Friday Heflin and daughter. Audrey; Mrs. L.
night, July 14th.
• B. Butler; Mr. and Mrs. J. W. JohnMr. and Mrs. Harry Fite and son
, son and son, Billy; Mr. and Mrs.
spent Monday with the former parGreen-Needham Marry.
Lee Myrick and son, Otto; Mrs. W
onts Mr. and Mrs. Lee Fite.--Mr. and
Esq. C. J. Bowers performed a; M. Roberts; Mrs. Roy Adams and
Mrs. Herbert Kirby spent Friday
A.
S.
afternoon
Mrs.
Sunday
here
John;
cermony
unit-: sons. James and
afternoon with Mrs. W. J. Walker.—
Miss
Mrs.
Jr..
and
Green
Martin
Jimmie
son,
Rogers and
ing George
60 HOMEMAKERS ATTEND
Mrs. Mattie Thompson spent the
Ernest Ileathcoek: Billy Catheny:
Marjorie ,Nell Needham of Kenton.
CAMP NEAR CLINTON
week end with her sister Mrs. Metta
and
Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
elywn. --Mrs. Walker Cohn spent
Sixty Homemakers and leaders are
Saturday Bridge Club.
, daughter. Almeds.
Saturday in Fulton shopping.--Mr.
attending the annual Purchase DisMrs. Livingston Reed was hostess!
,ind Mrs. Richard Mobley and Mr
trict Homemakers Camp at Clinton
( Continued From Page 1)
to her bridge club Saturday night at Tuesday Night Club.
and Mrs. Homer Weatherspoon 'peat
High School Building this week. The
-- Mrs. Bob Binford was hostess to
her home on Second-st. Then. were
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Beelerton News

Contest

McConnell Items

Chestnut Glade

4t

Specials This Week at

A. C. BUTTS & Sons
Phones 602403

We sell the only
'MACK-PROOF"
MOTOR OIL

Seed Potatoes Prices RIGHT
Sliced Peaches 8-oz can each 5c
15c
4 big boxes
SALT
20c
full pint
Mayonnaise
with
box
OATS large
Platinite Cup and Saucer 25c
Corn Country (3entleman 3 for 23c
Salmon mack'lstyle 3cans 25c
II)c
each
no. 2 cans
Peas
ea.. Sc
S
Maxwell House lb. 32c
Coffee
FLOUR at old price while lasts
ROAST pork shoulder lb. 10c
PICNIC HAMS shankless 12c
Veal Roast 15c VealSteak 20c
LAMB front qt. 12 1-2c hind 15c
121-2c
per lb.
WEINERS
per lb. 7 1-2c
SPARE RIBS
29c
""
BOILED HAM
CHOICE STEAKS any cut lb 15c

Ne„. I lope News

TEXACO

Come in tor a tilling today

Our service is Quick,
Reliable and Economical.
Fire-Chief Gasoline

Tom White
Service Station

•

